BOOKSTORE TO HAVE CLEAN OUT SALE

The booklets recently focused on the four times of downgrades. Last week, the bookstore, located in the Student Union, was able to produce a list of books and other materials on the current state of the bookstore. To celebrate, the bookstore is having a clean-out sale. The sale will be held from Friday, February 2, to Sunday, February 4, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The sale will feature a variety of books, including novels, non-fiction, and textbooks. All books are on sale, and the prices are greatly reduced. The bookstore is hoping to clear out its inventory and make room for new items. The sale is open to the public, and everyone is welcome to come and browse the selection.

VETERANS STATE
NECESSITY OF MILITARY SERVICE

The necessity of military service has been a topic of debate for many years. Some argue that military service is necessary to maintain national security and protect the country. Others believe that military service is unnecessary and that the money spent on military service could be better used for other purposes.

One argument against military service is that it is a waste of resources. The cost of military service is very high, and it is often argued that this money could be better spent on education or social programs. Additionally, the military is often accused of being a wasteful organization, with a large portion of the budget going towards military hardware and equipment.

Another argument against military service is that it is a form of violence. Many people believe that military service is a form of violence and that it is not necessary to maintain national security. They believe that other forms of violence, such as economic sanctions or diplomatic negotiations, are more effective.

The necessity of military service is a complex issue that has been debated for many years. It is important for individuals to consider the arguments for and against military service in order to form an informed opinion.
A STREAMLINED CONGRESS

Of interest to students of government as well as to students of literature is the proposal for a streamlined Congress. That the presentation of Congress is essential to democratic process is clear as well as the need for reforming as well as the need to reform its procedures is generally agreed. The reform, however, must come from within Congress itself.

Various proposals for congressional representation have been recently advanced by Dr. William D. Nye, Democratic Whip of the House; Senator Charles Pepper of Florida; Joseph H. Estes of Massachusetts; and Robert W. Byrd of West Virginia. Last August, the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce submitted the Mulholland-Morey resolution calling for the establishment of a Joint Committee on the Organization of Congress without specific boundaries and report every six years. However, the resolution was never put into action and so the committee did not consider the changes of parliamentary rules in either House. The resolution is still in the Rules Committee of the House.

The most highly publicized plan to date is the Kaleidoscope Report by James P. Byrne in American magazine, February 1953. Mr. Byrne shows how Congress can be reconceived. As passed on to an efficient reorganized Federal Government. The trouble, says Mr. Byrne, is not with Congressmen, but with the administrative structure of Congress. In order to change this situation he proposes several changes:

1. Provide adequate staff assistance for individual Congressmen. This would involve working more closely with the Washington representatives of the specific interests, labor and other organizations, receive higher salaries. Congressmen and the Committees of Congressmen. Byrnes proposes to raise salaries from $80,000 to $100,000.

2. Thorough revision of the Committee system by reducing the number of each House to 10 or 12 and making those chairmen a virtual "Congressional Cabinet" by which the administration can be handled. Congress will lose the power of life or death over proposed laws. The Senate now has all permanent committees, some of which have never held hearings. The House has 45 permanent committees.

3. Position of a permanent staff of trained experts, men who can study the problems of the country, on the floor. To help them, Mr. Byrne suggests creating a position of executive secretary of the House. This would involve the creation of a committee and the assignment of a staff.

4. Appointment of a committee of House and Senate to study the possibilities of the idea of a United States Congress.

5. Establishment of the standing committee in the House of Representatives. It would be a permanent committee with power to hold hearings and to make recommendations to the House. It would be composed of five members of each party and a chairman. The committee would meet weekly to study the problems of the country and to make recommendations to the House. It would be a permanent committee with power to hold hearings and to make recommendations to the House. It would be composed of five members of each party and a chairman. The committee would meet weekly to study the problems of the country and to make recommendations to the House.

6. The idea of a United States Congress is not new. It was a part of the original proposal for the United States Constitution.

WHY NOT HAVE A LIBRARY?

A student can find no better home than his books. The book store is planning an almost unbelievable number of books. The most popular of the numerous volumes pertaining to the fields of economics, the English, French, German, and other languages and the fine arts. For the first time Southern Illinois University will have a chance to start a library for themselves. The books will be a part of the library and will have been chosen by the students. The books will be chosen through the book store and will be used by the students to fill teaching vacancies all over the year. To the student, it means a very good deal, starting with as low a price as one cent up to twenty five. This is a "golden opportunity" for the student to start a book collection asking Why LAY STARTS BALL ROLLIN'?

The Egyptian staff, on behalf of the student body, wishes to express its mind about the painstaking work of President Lay, his efforts towards making the University a better place. The student body is grateful for his efforts and wishes him success in his endeavors. The president has been a valuable asset to the University and has contributed greatly to its success. He is a true leader and will always be remembered for his contributions. His work has been an inspiration to all those who have had the privilege of working with him. The University is fortunate to have a leader of his caliber and is grateful for his contributions. The president has been a valuable asset to the University and has contributed greatly to its success. He is a true leader and will always be remembered for his contributions. His work has been an inspiration to all those who have had the privilege of working with him. The University is fortunate to have a leader of his caliber and is grateful for his contributions.
WE WEEKEND MISSIONS 'CE:ilolG VISIBIL.ITY...... ! II

DOUGLAS spone to the crossing of theaying fylm and pits (The Great Battle of France) with special thanks from the Society of the Red Cross. The Government's appeal for red cross funds was also praised.

The Government's appeal for red cross funds was also praised.

The Government's appeal for red cross funds was also praised.

The Government's appeal for red cross funds was also praised.
MISSES' ANKLETS
In All the Popular Shades
29c 39c - 50c
JOHNSON'S
WELCOME TO SNACK AND
DANCE AT
Carter's Cafe
At the Campus Gate

SOUTHERN MAROONS MEET
NORTHERN HUSKIES HERE
IN MAJOR ILL.C. TILT

W. A. A. NEWS
By THOMAS HANSON
February 3 in Des Moines at 5:15 P.M. will see a
match that is sure to be the belle of the dance
season. The ladies from the Southern Maroons will
meet their Northern Husky counterparts in a
match that is sure to be a big hit. The event will
feature some of the most talented dancers from both
teams, and the atmosphere is sure to be one of
excitement and celebration. The match will be held
in the ballroom of the Castle Inn, where the ladies
will compete in the categories of tap, ballet, and
modern dance. The event will be judged by a panel
of experts, who will award prizes to the winners.

Geography Dept., on Review
By JACOB HARRISON
As you can see, there is a great deal of
information in this section. It is
important to review the material in order to
prepare for the upcoming exam. The review will
include key terms, concepts, and examples that
will help you understand the material. The review
will also include practice questions that will give
you an idea of the types of questions that may be
asked on the exam.

Kappa Phi Holds Pin Pledging
Till ill...}